Top Dog Obedience School presents

Kamal Fernandez
Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
August 23-24-25, 2019
Top Dog Obedience School, Flanders, NJ
FRIDAY: Advanced Heeling
Kamal will continue from where he left off last time he was at Top Dog. The beauty
between a dog and handler is never more illustrated, then the picture of a team
doing heeling in unison, capturing both drive and accuracy. Find out how to teach
this exercise with Kamal Fernandez, international seminar presenter and top level
dog sports coach. His pupils have competed successfully at the top level including
world championships in the UK, USA, New Zealand, Australia, Europe and Asia!
Their breath taking performances have been a trade mark of the method and the
embodiment of the dog/handler relationship!

SATURDAY: Fading Reinforcers and Ring Prep
Preparing your dog for the obedience ring requires careful planning and skill. The
dog must be able to perform obedience exercises in the ring without reinforcement
available. Come explore and develop a plan for your dog’s ring experience. We
expect that working teams will show a wide range of “ring readiness.”

SUNDAY: Handler Choice
The group will be surveyed ahead of time and Kamal will work with the participants
on specific areas where they need assistance. It will be fascinating to watch Kamal
work on a variety of topics.
Workshop Information
Registration Fee is $525 for working participants. Working participants must
register for all three days. Priority for working spots will be given to Top Dog
students. Working spots are limited. Once filled, a wait list will be maintained.
Auditors are $100 per day and may register for one, two or three days.
Workshop will run from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm.
Fee includes breakfast, lunch, beverages, and snacks.
Send registration form to Betsy Scapicchio, 124 Flanders-Netcong Road,
Flanders, NJ 07836, with your check, payable to Top Dog.
No refunds after July 15, 2019.
Hotel and other information will be emailed.

For More Information, contact 973-252-3010 or email topdog200@aol.com
or visit www.topdogobedience.com.

KAMAL FERNANDEZ
Head trainer and owner of East London Dog Training, Kamal
Fernandez has over 20 years experience training dogs from all
walks of life. His current dogs include two Belgian Malinois, two
Border Collies , a German Spitz and a Boxer. An internationally
renowned seminar instructor, Kamal’s other career highlights
include being a Championship Obedience judge and Crufts
competitor.
Based on a combination of science and hands- on experience,
Kamal has established a reputation for positive training and has
championed the use of reward-based methods all over the world.
“Kamal ... has developed a method of training that is underpinned by scientific assessment (of
popular methods) and pro-active innovation and implementation of new techniques. He promotes
positive reinforcement via a systematic program that is designed to establish the relationship
between the handler and dog..... Kamal’s training philosophy is influenced by his love for dogs.
Watch him train his dogs. He has designed a training method that achieves a specific objective by
creating harmony and synergy between dog and handler. The out- come is an experience that the
dog enjoys and the experience commands the dog’s undivided attention whether it involves
working on the hallowed green at Crufts or simply crossing the road.”

Registration Form – Kamal Fernandez Workshop — August 23, 24 & 25, 2019
Name_____________________________________________________________________
Address ___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Telephone _________________________E-mail ___________________________________
____ Working Participant ($525)
____ Auditor:

___ Friday

___ Saturday

___ Sunday

($100/day)

